
Experience ilektro fireplace just the way you want it with an array
of customisable settings that enable you to:

Adapt to the season…on a chilly Winter’s night stoke ilektro
to a roaring fire complete with ‘active glow’ fuel bed and crackling
sound effect. Or dial it back to a gentle simmering flame with the
heat turned off during the balmy season.

Adjust to the conditions…as natural light varies from day
to night, tune the colour and intensity of the fire to match the
atmosphere of the room. Set the heat to low Ambient or warm the
room with the higher output Heating setting.

Set the mood…ilektro central downlight, flame and fuel bed
settings combine to enhance the mood you want to create.

ilektro…
always the centre of attention.

FEATURES LINEAR
SERIES

ASPECT
SERIES

WARRANTY 2 Years

CONTROL Remote Handset / Wifi App:
Compatible most devices

PROGRAMABLE 7 Day

OUTPUT Heating 1- 2kw

HEATSETTINGS 18-30 deg / Fire only, no heat

FLAME SETTINGS Colour / Speed / Height

FUELBED SETTINGS Colour / Intensity / Active Glow

DOWNLIGHT SETTINGS Colour / Intensity

SOUND SETTINGS 2 settings / Off

OPTIONS

Modern Trim

Mantel Trim

Scene Light Kit

www.paulagnewdesigns.cominfo@paulagnewdesigns.com



ilektro Linear Series is designed with contemporary spaces in mind.

Expansive in its impact and modular in its form, ilektro Linear accentuates
the focal area of any living space.

With a choice of sizes starting with the compact 950L for smaller intimate
spaces and stretching to the bold 2600L making a dramatic statement in
large open-plan areas. Flexible configuration options allow choices
for a sleek flush fit or add extra dimension to the setting with a 3-sided bay
window or 2-sided peninsula format.

Ultra slim framing provides a sleek pillarless finishing touch that lets
ilektro Linear blend seamlessly into its setting.

MODEL Width mm Height mm Depth mm

950L 877 581 319

1250L 1249 581 319

1650L 1658 581 319

2000L 2008 581 319

2600L 2598 581 319

*refer to manufacturer’s installationmanual for comprehensive specifications.

ilektro Aspect Series is the modern take on a classic form.

Compact and poised, Aspect is perfect for a renovation project when
coordinating with existing interior features.

Flexible configuration allows choices of a sleek flush fit or create extra
dimension to the setting with a 3-sided bay-window or 2-sided peninsula
format. Ultra slim framing provides a sleek pillarless finishing touch that
lets ilektro Aspect blend seamlessly into its setting.

Aspect adapts easily to a classic fireplace setting where a mantelpiece or
traditional surround is fitted.

Optional Mantel-Trims provide a refined finishing-touch for most
fireplace architecture.

MODEL Width mm Height mm Depth mm

950LT 726 541 319

950A 881 810 319

*refer to manufacturer’s installationmanual for comprehensive specifications.
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